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and so 
This is  a cont.radiction for c # 0. Hence, rank :If = n. 
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there exists a matrix Q with  rank n or, equivalently, fM must  have 
rank n. 
ExampZe 1: Let  us  apply this theorem  to  system (1) with 
F ( t )  = ( - t  0 ') , 
Suppose  only u1 can be measured. Say we measure u1 a t  two  times, 
tl and t2 .  Thus, H I  = H2 = [l 01 (Le., n = 2, ml = 1, mr = 1, r = 2 )  
and 
Let tl be chosen arbit.rari1y. Then, in order  that M may  have rank 2, 
it. is necessary t,hat, tr # ( t 1 2  + 2k~)1'2,  k = 1,2,3 . . , for the  system 
to be observable. 
OBSERVABILITY OF A CLASS OF HYPERBOLIC S y s m m  
Consider the class of linear  hyperbolic systems governed by 
au au 
at ax - + 6 - = Au, X ~ [ 0 , 1 ] ,  t > 0 
Observability of a Class of Hyperbolic Distributed where u is an (n x 1)  state vector, f l  is a positive scalar const.ant,, and 
Parameter Systems A is an (n x n) constant mat.rix. The  system ( 5 )  has only one  type of charact,eristic line, namely, dt/dx = l/fl. Let @ ( T , O )  be  the (n  X n) 
fundament,al matrix of the syst.em, w = Aw, 7 E[O,1]. Also, let 
R, denote the closed region in the (x$) plane bounded by x = 0, 
the observability of a class of linear hyperbolic distributed param- Definition: The it,h observat,ion path z i ( t )  is a line in the (Gt )  
eter systems. Observations are assumed to be made along paths plane with the following properties: Zi(0 )  = 1, zi(t) Ci-OsSeS each 
intersecting  the characteristic curves of the system. characterist.ic line in R, once, and 4 )  terminates a t  a point on 
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Abstract-Necessary and sufficient conditions are  presented for = = O7 and = 8-l + 0 1 )  O1 o, 
the characteristic  line t = fl- 'x + 01. 
In this correspondence we present some new results on t,he ob- 
.;ervabilit,y of a class of linear hyperbolic dist.ributed parameter 
.syst.ems. The result-: are embodied in necessav  and sufficient condi- 
tions for t,he recovery of the  st,ate of this c l s s  of systems. In order 
to develop the condit,ions, we present first an extension of t.he mell- 
known conditions' for the observabiliby of linear  lumped parameter 
systems. 
Consider the class of systems described by 
i t ( t )  = F(t )u( f ) ,  f E[O,TI (1)  
where u ( t )  is an ( n  X 1 )  st.at.e vector and F ( t )  k an (n X n) mat,rix. 
1,et @(f,O) be t.he fundamental nmtrix for system ( 1 ) .  Suppose 
observat.ions of this system are made at h discrete times in the 
form 
?Ji = WiU(ti), i = 1 2  , , ' * . , h  (2 1 
where the are ( m i  X 1 )  vectors of observations and t.he Hi are 
( m i  X 11.) const.ant matrices. Therefore, the dimension of yi and of 
Hi ran change at different. measurement  times. This  system is said 
to be obscraablc if we can recover the initial state u ( 0 )  from gi, 
i = 1,2, . . . , h. R e  present. the following t.heorem. 
Theorem 1:  A necessary and sufficient, condition for t,he observa- 
hility of (1) is t.hat t.he (n. X m i )  mat.rk, 34 = [@(tI,O)THIT, . . . , 
@(tb,O)THhT], has rank n. 
Proof: Let r = m ,  and c; denot,e the it.h column vector of M. 
Also, let Y = [ylT, . . . , yhT]T = [Yl,Y2, . . . , Y,]T. Form the 
(n X n) mat.rix Q from any n columns of i l f ,  Q = [vi,,vi2 . . . , vi,]. 
Then  there is an ( n  x 1 )  vector g = [ Yil, . . . , Y i J T  such t.hat. g = 
QTu(0). For any t. E[O,T], n e  can mi te  g = Q T @ ( t , O ) - l ~ ( t ) .  Hence, 
to recover r c ( t )  for all t E[O,T], it is necssary  and sufficient. that 
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Let there be h dist,inct observat,ion paths, zi ( t ) ,  i = 1,2, . . . h, 
that is, zi(t) and z&) have no common points for i # j and t > 0. We 
will denote  the value of the  state along the  ith observation path a~ 
u&. We assume that  the observations y 2 ( t )  of the  system ( 5 )  are 
made cont,inuously along  t,he h observation paths in the  form 
where the Hi are constant. (mi x n) matrices. The observation at   the  
point (z = 1 , t  = 0 )  is in the form y i (0)  = HO .uZi(O),  i = 1,2, . . . , h, 
where H ,  is a constant (n X n) matrix. We will call t.he system of ( 5 )  
and (6) observable  in R, if u(z,t) in R, can be recovered from yi( t ) .  
Theorem 8: A sufficient. condition for t.he observabilit,y of (5) and 
( 6 )  in R, is: 1)  if for any 71 # T P  # . . # TA, 0 5 7i 5 1, the (n X 
c :mi )  matrix L = [@(T~,O)TH~T,  . . . , @ ( T ~ , O ) ~ H ~ ~ ]  has rank n 
and 2 )  HO is nonsingular. 
Proof: The proof  follows directly from that for Theorem 1. 
Example 2: Consider t.he syst.em ( 5 )  with n = 2, 6 = 1, and 
A = [: -;I. 
Let a = 1/2. Assume there  are  txo  paths in the (z,t) plane along 
which observations are made: 
z l ( t )  = 1 - t, 0 5 t 5 1/2 
=/2, '/l I t I 1 (8 )  
z,(t) = 1, 0 _< t 5 1.5. (9 1 
We choose the tollonring observation matrices: HO = I ,  H I  = [ I  01, 
and Hr = [0 11. Thus, at. x = 1 and t = 0, both  stat,es  are measured, 
but along zl(t) only u 1  is measured and along a(t) only u r  is measured. 
It is st,raightforward to show that 
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observable. 
namely,  those governed by 
Finally, we consider another class of linear hyperbolic systems, w = fb(t), - 71, u w ,  q, tl (1) 
where q is a parameter. It is desired to operate this system such 
- + A1 - = A2u, aU au that  the following integral is minimized: x E[O,lI,t > 0 (11 1 at dX r T  
where A1 and A2 are (n X n) diagonal  matrices  with diagonal 
elements XU, . - . , X l n  and Xzl, . . . , X z n ,  respectively.  Therefore, (11) 
represents n uncoupled hyperbolic syst.ems, each having its o m  
characteristic line, with slope dt/dx = Ali - l ,  i = 1,2, . . . , n. We 
assume All > h12 > . . . > Xln. 
We define R,(i) as t,he closed region on the (z,t) plane  bounded by 
x = 0, x = 1, 1 = 0, and t = Xli-lt + a, CY 2 0. We also define the 
single observation path z+( t )  by:  1) z+(O)  = 1;  2) z+( t )  crosses each 
characteristic line of type i in R,(i) once, i = 1,2, . . . , n; and 3) 
z+( t )  terminates at. a point on the characteristic line t = Xln-k + 
a. z l + ( f )  mill den0t.e t.he segment of z+( t )  that begins a t  t,he point 
(z = 1, t = 0 )  and  terminates on the line t = XII-lz + a. Similarly, 
zi+(t)  is the segment, of z+( t )  that initiat.es from  the line t = ~ - 1 ~ , ~ - ~  
z + a and t.erminates on t.he line f = Ali-lx + CY. The observation 
along path segment z; +(t)  is in the form 
?/2 +(t )  = Hi+~zi’(t) (12) 
where H i +  is a constant. ( m i  X n) matrix 
Theorem 3: 4 necessary and sufficient condition for t.he observ- 
ability of (11) and (12) in the region R,(l) is that. for each (mi X n) 
matrix H ,  + a new (n. - i + 1 >< n) matrix Pi + 
J =  J o  g(x, u, t )  dt, for fixed T 
The usual  procedure  adopted is the direct applicat,ion of the 
minimum principle [ l ]  to obt,ain  a eet of necessary conditions. These 
necesary conditions then contain the assumed value of the pa- 
rameter q. Assuming that.  the problem is well posed, the solut.ion of 
these conditions will then give the minimum of the functional J 
Corresponding to the assumed value for q. However, this optimal 
solution may be significantly sensitive t,o changes in q; in other 
words, if the  actual q corresponding to the real plant were different 
from the value used in the  optimality calculations, then  the calcu- 
lated  optimal  control could be a poor control to use on the physical 
plant.  This problem has been investigated for t.he case without  time 
lag in [2]. For a more ext.ensive bibliography and some comments on 
the performance function modification approach 60 be proposed 
later  in  this carrespondence, see [3]. 
The purpose of this correspondence is to obt.ain a control t,hat, 
in some sense, is insensitive to parameter variat,ions. 
Let q* be t.he best  estimate of q. Xow rewrite (1) indicat.ing the 
dependence of the solution on p as follows: 
20, 9 )  = ft&, a), x ( t  - 7, q ) ,  u(t), qt [ I .  (3 ) 
Suppose that q = q* + 4q, where Aq is a  small  variat.ion. Expanding 
(3) by Taylor’s  theorem we get, to first order in 4q, 
can be formed t.hat has  the properties # 0 for a l l j  = X: and Q ~ , ~  = where 1, denotes x ( t  - T ) ,  and all derivatives are  evaluated for q*. 
0 for j > k, and each row of Pi + is formed by some linear  combination Dividing (4) by Aq gives 
of rows of Hi’. 
Proof: Let the (n - i + 1 X mi) matrix Bi represent the 
t.ransformation such  t,hat h’iHi+ = Pi+. Then  there exists a gi+ = 
B,yi+(t) such that gi’ = Pi+u,<+(t). Let v i + ( t )  be a vector formed 
from deleting t.he first. i - 1 components of u,;+(t) and Wi be the 
matrix formed from deleting the first i - 1 columns (all zeros) of 
Pi+. Then we can mit.e gi’ = Wz*i+. Since Wi will be nonsingular, 
us+ = W i - ’ g i + .  This implies that ui, . . . , un can be recovered 
along z i+( t )  and t,herefore u i  can be recovered aiong z1 +(t), z? +(t), . . . , 
zi+(t ) .  Hence, ui can be recovered along every  characteristic line of 
type i in R,(i) and the syst.em is observable in R a ( l ) ,  proving 
sufficiency. Suppose for  a part.icular Hi + a new mat,rix P, + having the 
properties of Theorem 3 cannot be formed. This implies t,hat some 
u,(i 5 j 5 n)  cannot be recovered along zi+(t). Hence, uj cannot be 
recovered along some characteristic lines of t.ype j in the region 
R,(j), proving necessity. 
Minimization of Performailce Sensitivity for 
Time-Lag Systems 
M. A. CONNOR 
where y ( t )  = (dx(t)/dq), the sensitivity coefficient. 
Define a modified crit.erion function as follows: 
J o  
The choice of this criterion function is suggest,ed by t.he folloning 
two  requirements: 1) the derivation of a cont.ro1 function that 
produccy “small” values for the functional defined by (2), and at. t.he 
same time, 2) a  control  function that produces a trajectory insensi- 
tive,  in some sense, to small  variations in t.he parameter. 
It is clear t,hat  the choice of weighting function W ( t )  is of funda- 
mental importance  in this type of argument; the most suitable 
W ( t )  is probably best found by numerical experimentation. Using 
the minimum  principle [ l ] ,  we  now form 
Absfracf-The problem of minimizing Performance sensitivity to  The  adjoint variables ~ ( t ) ,  p(t )  must  satisfy  the following conditions: 
parameter  variations in a nonlinear system containing time lag is 
studied. Only the scalar case is considered, but the approach is 
when the  time lag is known imprecisely. 
equally suitable to vector equations. An interesting special case is ’ ( t )  = 
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